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wheel and a chain of gearing it is adapted to 
rotate a shaft on which a governor is mounted 
to revolve therewith, the governor having a 
collar slidably mounted on the shaft which 
operates levers which draw tape wound on a 
drum' secured to the indicator wheel shaft. 

MIXING-MACHINE.-W. McRAE, Eastman, 
Ga. This invention relates to mixing
machines of the rotatable box type, and the 
improvements are designed more particularly 
for a machine for the mixing of guano or com
mercial fertilizer. The machine comprises a 
rectangular box mounted for rotation about 
one of its diagonals as an axis, and a series 
of stationary paddles mounted within the box 
on a shaft disposed on the diagonal. 

APPARATUS FOR THE CONTROL AND 
THE REGISTRATION OF THE OPERATION8 
PERFORMED BY DISTRIBUTING-MACHINES. 
-G. I. F. SOULAGE, 44 Rue de Chausy, Paris, 
France. The present invention has reference to 
a device for use in controlling and registering 
the operations performed by distributing-ma
chines of all kinds and more particularly to 
machines for distributing railway tickets. The 
object of the inventor is to add up the amounts 
of the individual sums borne by the tickets 
issued. 

SYNCHRONIZING APPARATUS.-P. PIJI)
RINI, 224 Via Cavour, Rome, Italy. The object 
of this invention is to provide an electro
mechanical apparatus for synchronizing auto
matically the movement of a kinematograph 
with that of one or more talking machines. 
The talking machine is actuated by a source of 
power quite distinct from that which causes the 
rotation of the kinematograph, and preferably 
by the power derived from a clock-spring pre
viously wound. 

GLASS - MOULDING MACHINE. - W. J. 
MILLER, Coffeyville, Kan. In operation when 
the mold reaches the charging position, a gath
erer places a charge in the mold, and starts 
the table operating mechanism. The table 
;s at once partially rotated to bring the charge 
into position for pressing, and the p ressing 
operation is continued a predertermined time 
according as the pointer is adjusted with refer
ence to the scale. Wben the piston reaches the 
lower end of the cylinder of the timing device, 
it shifts the valve controlling the forming 
plunger cylinder, and this plunger is raised. 

BAND-SAW WHEEL.-C. A. PUTNAM, Tup
per Lake, N. Y. Details of construction are pro
vided whereby the width of the faces of the pair 
of band-saw wheels may be decreased, to 
compensate for decrease m width of the saw, 
due to successive cutting away of the saw 
blade in sharpening the teeth, the saw teeth 
being thus projected beyond the sides of the 
wheels, and the band of the saw adapted for 
close contact with the faces of the wheels, 
tha t is essential for the rotatable movement of 
blade without Slipping while in operation. 

PULP-SHAPING iMACHINE.-A. KOMP, New 
York, N. Y. Mr. Komp finds that he is enabled 
by his invention to overcome some former objec
tions by using in the place (If the rubber cover
ing of the die, a thin resilient cover, preferably 
of sheet metal, which is detachable with the 
article produced. This cover gives a smooth 
finish, requiring no further work for its com
pletion. Means provide for locking one of the 
dies successively closer to the other die after 
each movement of the latter, whereby the pulp 
may be subjected to repeated and increasing 
pressures. 

Prime IlIovers and Their Accessories. 

VALVE FOH ENGINES.-O. PEARSON, Wor
cester, Mass. The valve stem is mounted in a 
valve cage having openings for admission of gas, 
and outside this cage is mounted the spring 
for normally maintaining the valve in closed 
position. A rock shaft is mounted on the wall 
of the valve cage and one arm from this shaft 
engages the valve stem and the other arm is 
operatively connected with the spring. The 
spring, rock shaft and other supports are 
entirely outside of the valve cage and out of the 
path of the incoming air or gas. 

Railways and Their Accessories. 

COMBINED SIGNAL AND AIR-BRAKE.
A. M. JONES, Hagerstown, Md. The invention 
pertains to means for automatically operating 
the brakes and for sounding an alarm. An 
object is to provide devices by which the brakes 
may be automatically set and the alarm 
sounded, said devices being located alongside 
of the track upon which the train is running. 

RAILROAr SWITCH.-G. D. WORLEY, Tex
arkana, Ark. In this instance the object is to 
provide novel details of construction for a 
railroad-switch, which co-operate with a fixed 
frog poiut and pivoted wing rails therefor, so 
as to enable the effective control of the switch 
and dispense with guard rails usually used in 
connection with a switch of the tyne indicated. 

LOCOMOTIVE ASH-PAN.-T. W. ANDERSON, 

Fort Smith, Kan. The main purpose of this 
inventor is to provide means whereby the pan 
may be dumped and in which the warping of 
the pan proper does not necessarily interfere 
with the workings of the dumping mechanism. 
The pan joints are protected from heat, thus 
reducing the danger of fire from glowing coals, 
which are dropped through open joints along 
a track. 

CAR-FENDER.-J. J. KELLY, New York, N. 
Y. This invention pertains to car-fenders such 
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as are attached at the forward end of street 
or trolley cars for saving persons from being 
run over. The cradle is normally disposed in 
an inoperative position under the forward end of 
the car, but comprising a trip frame which 
when touched by the body, automatically re
leases the cradle so that it advances so as 
to present its forward edge under the body. 
The motorman can directly release the cradle. 

AUTOMATIC SWITCH FOR RAILWAYS.
F. R. Y. TORRES and F. S. DE LA P. Y. MAR

TINEZ, Habana, Cuba. The switch co-operates 
with means carried by the car, which enables 
the operator of the car to throw the switch to 
open or closed position in advance of the car. 
In this way the car operator can advance the 
car on the main track or turn it into the siding 
or switch without leaving his platform. 

Pertaining to Recreation. 

ARTIFICIAL BAIT.-M. A. BURTHE, Univer
sity, Va. The object here is to provide a bait, 
designed to resemble a small animal, such as a 
frog, cricket or grasshopper, and so constructed 
tha t the resistance of the bait as it is drawn 
through the water, will cause a movement of 
portions of the mechanism, resembling the move
ments of the members of the animal which the 
bait represents. 

AMUSEMENT DEVICE.-R. H. ALEXANDER, 

Paterson, N. J. This device is of the rotary 
type and adapted to give simultaneously a 
reversing circular travel, a counter-whirling 
rotary motion, and a billowy rocking motion. 
It is adapted to give a variety of circular 
billowy motions, calculated to please the occu
pants. 

OPTICAL-ILLUSION APPARATUS.-E. P. 
HOYT, New York, N. Y. A mirror is employed 
in this device and in connection therewith, an 
approximately horizontal screen, so positioned 
relatively to the mirror that it will serve to 
screen one's hand while writing or drawing on 
a sheet of paper or pad beneath the screen, 
the mirror being so positioned that the reflec
tion of the hand and the writing or drawing 
will be seen. 

SINKER.-G. W. TEASDALE, New York, N. Y. 
Mr. Teasdale's patent relates to sinkers admit
ting of general use, and particularly to the type 
used in connection with a line for purposes of 
fishing. The sinker comprises a body near the 
ends of which are slots for use in holding a 
cord, and a spring winding mounted on the 
body and provided with portions extending into 
the slots for the purpose of gripping the cord 
therein. 

BASE-BALL-GAME APPARATUS.-J. W. E. 
DEAN, New York, N. Y. In tllis patent the in
ventor has reference to certain improvements in 
apparatus for playIng a game closely analogous 
to the ordinary game of base-ball, but played 
by operating dummy players mounted on a 
suitable support representing the field and dia
mond. 

SOUNDING TOY.-W. BARTHOLOMAE, New 
Y ork, N. Y. This invention relates to a device 
for making a n oise. More l'articularly stated, 
it comprehends a sounding body, a clapper for 
striking the same, and a star wheel for actuat
ing the clapper, these parts being of approved 
construction so as to give the complete device 
a maximum of efficiency. 

Pertaining to Vehicles. 

Kindly write queries on separate sheets when writine: 
about other matters, such as patents, subscriptions 
books, etc. This will facilitate answering your ques
tions. Be sure and give full name and address on every 
sheet. 

Full hints to correspondents were printed at the head 
of this column in the issue of March 13th or will be 
sent by mail on request. 

( 12152) E. A. L. says: Kindly ex-
plain why hot water freezes more quickly in 
winter time than cold water. The writer set 
out two pans of water last winter, one of boil
ing water and the other of hydrant water, 
and the boiling water froze more rapidly than 
the other. A. The only physical difference we 
know between water which has been boiled 
and water which has not been boiled is that 
the former bas lost its dissolved air by boiling. 
For this reason it may cool and freeze more 
quickly. 

(12153) C. K. asks: In what year 
does the first point of Aries (I mean by that 
the point where the ecliptic cuts the celestial 
equator in spring) {'nter the sign of Aquarius: 
A. We have no star map wbich definitely 
locates the eastern limit of the constellation 
Aquarius, so that its distance from the present 
location of the first point of Aries can be de
termined. This distance in degrees, divided by 
50.2 sec., the constant of precession, will give 
you the time required before the first of Aries 
will enter the c onstellation Aquarius. The 
answer to your question as you ask it is that 
the first point of Aries will never enter tM 
sign Aquarius. Each sign occupIes two bours, 
or 30 deg., on the sky, and they are always 
in the same order, moving backward together, 
around the sky, carrying the pole of the heav
ens around the pole of the ecliptic. The 
astronomers at the Naval Ob�ervatory, Wash
ington, D. C., will have the data you require. 

(12154) S. F. says: Will you please 

that a horse can draw a load more easily 
when the trace is short. The only reason we 
can see for it is that the horse tends to lift 
the front of the load slightly when hitched 
near the cart, and thus makes it easier to 
overcome the inequalities of the road. Tbese 
questions have been frequently answered in 
our Notes and Queries. 

NEW BOOKS., ETC. 
THE CoNQUEST OF THE AIR. By Alphonse 

Berget. New York: G. P. Putnam's 
Sons, 1909. gvo.; 295 pp.; 100 illus
trations. Price, $3.50. 

This book is a popular work, which will 
serve to introduce the layman to the subject 
of aeronautics. It is divided into two parts, 
the first of which deals with dirigible balloons, 
and the second with aeroplanes and other forms 
of heavier-than-air flying machines. The book 
is interestingly written, and while it does not 
go into great detail, it gives the essential facts 
regarding airships and aeroplanes of the past 
and present. The first section of the book 
goes very thoroughly into the subject of the 
dirigible balloon and its history. Numerous 
fine half-tone cuts ilIl 't�rate the work, and 
there are also nearly a score of diagrams for 
elucidating various principles. 
AERIAL NAVIGATION OF To·DAY. By Charles 

C. Turner. Philadelphia: J. B. Lip 
pincott Company, 1910. 12mo.; 327 
pp.; 70 illustrations and diagrams 
Price, $1.50. 

This is another p opular book upon aeronaut 
ics. Besides mentioning and describing various 
of the leading dirigibles and aeroplanes, the 
author goes inb the history of ballooning and 
of aviation. The principles of mechanical fligh 
and of aerostatics are discussed, and the useful 
ness of flying machines and dirigibles for war 
and connnerce is thoroughly gone over. The 
author recognizes that a new industry has 
been born .and discusses its effect upon society 
There are c hapters upon aerial law, charts and 
landmarks, long-distance flying, and lessons in 
flight. The sensations experienced during 
flight and the limitations that surround it, are 
also mentioned. The book contains an appendix let me know if a small wireless outfit will of various useful tables giving the specific work satisfactorily from the top at' im oidi- gravity of woods and of gases, . and the weights nary dwelling, say 60 feet from the sidewalk: 
and properties of some of these woods; the About two, blocks distant in one direction is weights of various birds in proportion to their a large building twelve stories high, and in wing area; thermometer conversion tables, and the neighborhood a couple of other high build-
Chanute's table' of lift and drift. There is also ings. A. A wireless telegraph station will 
a glossary of aeronautic words and a table of work very well in the city situated as you 
French aeronautical terms aud their meanings. describe. Many young men are working with 
The book will be read with interest by the betheir friends under these conditions. The sta-
ginner in tLe new science of aviation. tion on the top of the Waldorf-Astoria is send-

ing many messages a day far out to sea to MASTER PAINTERS OF BRITAIN. By Glee· 
friends on steamers. son White. New York: John Lane 

(12155) J H T asks' Will you Company, 1909. 4to.;, 390 pp. Price, . .. . 
I $3, postage 35 cents. 

please explain in your notes how m�thematical 
The sumptuous volume before us is filled instrument makers fill. the graduatIOn� (on a 

with excellent reproductions in half-tone of circle .for instance) :w'th the black pamt, and 
the best examples of the master painters of what IS the black pamt used : A. A very good 
Britain. The selection is a most admirable paint for filling. the graduatIOns. of a rule or 
one. British art has been both very bad and � thermomete,: IS made by rubbI.ng lampblack 
ver ood and it is very easy to perpetuate mto shellac tIll the proper conSIstency is ob-
th 

y
. 

g
d'ff 

' 
t '  A g th table e . .th e ill 1 eren pIeces. man e no n-tained. It should be thIcker than for use WI . h' h tt ed th h the b ok I . th bb d d' 'th gravmgs w IC are sca er roug a a brush. t IS en ru e on an m WI a 

we note the following, which are particularly cloth. After the shellac bas set, the, excess 
interesting: "The Death of the Earl of can be taken off with a cloth wet with tur-
Chatham," by John S. Copley; "The Death pentine. 
of Nelson," by Benjamin West; "Stirling 

(12156) G. E. H. says: The commer- Castle," by Nasmyth; "The Inside of a Sta-,MOTOR CYCLE.-J. E. ALLEN, Trenton, N. J. cial dry cell which contains the two elements, ble," by George Morland; "The Wiudmill," by The inventor's intention is to provide improve-
a zinc rod and a carbon stick, consists of such John Crome; "The Hay Wahl," by John Conments in motor cycles, whereby the main 
ingredients as powdered manganese dioxide stable. Then follow reproductions of some of frame is spring-supported at both wheels, to and gas carbon and ammonia chloride. Now, the works of Watts, Sir Noel Paton, Dante reduce the shock and jar, incident to riding what I am anxious to know is this: What Gabriel Rossetti, and Sir John Millais. One over rough places, to a minimum, the construc- chemical reactions are involved when a dry of the works of the latter, entitled "Chill Oction of the frame permitting the use of long and cell is in operation: What ultimate chemical tober," shows his first great landscape. which strong elliptical springs and bringing the rider's changes hilve taken place in eacb ingredient was received in 1871 with an outburst of popuseat as low down as possible. when the cell is exhausted: That fs to say, lar appreciation and amazement that a figure AUTOMOBILE-AXLE.-M. D. TINDAL, Co- what new compounds have been formed in painter should attempt pure landscape, for III lumbia, S. C. More especially the improvements the cell: A. The chemical reactions in a dry those days the idea was very strong that 8. relate to axles used in automobiles and similar cell are the same as in any cell in which the man should be a specialist, and not try to 

motor vehicles, which permit the turning of same materials are used. The manganese di- express himself in different branches of art. 
the wheels on vertical axes in response to the oxide is changed to manganic oxide by giving To give even the names of the other interest
movements of the steering mechanism. The off oxygen to unite with hydrogen to form, ing pictures would be simply to give an index vertical turning axis may be located in the water. Tbe ammonium chloride is decom- of the illustrations of the book. There is plane of the wheel itself instead of belng posed, and the resulting products are quite hardly a bad selection in the whole work. 
outside of the plane as common in ordinary complicated. The ammonia is absorbed by The engravings are admirably reproduced and 
construction. the water till it is saturated, zinc chloride is the text is ad�quate. 

TRUCK.-C. J. INGAllD, San Francisco, Cal. formed. Double salts of zinc and ammonium 
TABLES OF THE PROPERTIES OF STEAM AND The object in this case is to provide a truck crystallize upon the zinc. An excellent chap- OTHER VAPORS, AND TEMPERATURE-which may be used to store lumber on board ter on dry cells is contained in Cooper's ENTROPY" TARLE. By CElcil H. Peabody. ship and other places, the truck being so con- "Primary Batteries," which we can supply for New York! Job.n WHey & Sons, 1909. 

structed that by lifting one end of the load $4 postpaid. gvo.; 133 pp., P.r�ce, $1 net. and depressing the other end the truck with (12157) R. P. D. says: Kindly give a These tables for.,the,:use of stwlents of en-its load may be swung to the desired direction process for preserving frnit for exhibition gineering and for englne�rs in gene.ral were in which the load is to be moved. purposes. One that will n ot bleach, shrivel, published twenty-one years ago; and now that 
WHEEL.-C. C. Foss and C. L. WHITE, or change the appearance is highly desired. I the properties of steam have been redetermined 

QUitman, Ga. These patentees have produced a have tried an aqueous solution of salicylic by new and refined methods, they have been 
wheel of the type in which metallic springs are acid and sterilized by heat, but the color was entirely recomputed, and there has been added 
arranged between the inner and outer rims. I almost removed and the skins cracked. Some a temperature-entropy table especially adapted 
The invention resides in the special form of ,I real estate agents want to show what can be to steam-turbine calculations. The certainty 
the springs which comprise heart-shaped bodies, ',raised in the way of fruits on irrigated lands. and precision of the new determination of the 
the apex of which c onnect with one rim the Would not petroleum benzine do the work: properties of both saturated and superheated 
other rim receiving a standard extending to A. Try the following; fruit or v0"etables are steam, and the concordance of computations 
the opposite end of the spring. just dropped into it (cold of course) and with the experimental data, are such that the 

--- sealed to bear transportation: Sulphurou8 tables may be used with confidence, and may 
Designs. (not sulphuric) aCid, 1 part; alcohol, 1 part; be expected to have permanence. 

DESIGN FOR A HAMMOCK. - D. W. water,' 4 parts. OUTLINES OF CHEMISTRY WITH PRACTICAL 
SHOYER, New York, N. Y. The design in this (12158) L. C. J. says: 1. Can an WORK. By Henry John Horstman 
case shows the hammock body ornamented by a angle be trisected? If so, what is the rule? Fenton. First Part. Cambridge, 
series of grotesque images, faces, symbols, etc., A. Some angles Cali be trisected, 90 deg. ror England: Un.iversity Press. New 
which is very unique and effective. example. All angles cannot be, and there is York: G. P. Putnam Sons. gvo.; 367 

NOTE.-Copies of any of these patents will no rule for doing it. 2. If a horse is hitched pp. Price, $3. 
be furnished by Munn & Co. for ten cents each. close to the load, is it easier for him +" pull 'Anything which elillanates from the Unl
Please state the name of the patentee, title of than if he is'hitched farther from it? If so, versity Press is sure to be of the highest pos
the invention, and date of this paper. I what is the cause? A. It is It common belief sible scientific value. The book before ns is 
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jntended for students who have considerable i been made of the relative values to be given to 
knowledge of chemistry already. The author each in the 'region under consideration. This 
iltates that the subject matter indicated in the work will prove of great value to mechanical 
present volume has to be covered in less than engineers. 
two terms by candidates for the Natural Sci- THE M ETALLURGY OF TRE COM;MON METALS. 
ence

. 
Tripos at Cambrid�e. In the two suc- Gold, Silver, Iron, Copper, Lead, and 

ceedmg
. 

terms the wor� IS completed along the Zinc. By Leonard S. Austin. San 
same lInes. �he outlmes of electro�hemistry, Francisco: Mining and Scientific 
th�rmal

. 
chemIstry, and photochemIStry a�e Press, 1909. 8vo.; 494 pp. Price, $4. 

brIefiy mtroduced, and subjects such as dif
fusion, colloids, alloys, allotropy, and isomer
ism are also dealt with. The periodic classifica
tion is considered at some length, and a descrip
tive account of the elements and their more 
important compounds is incorporated with this 
part of the subject, so far as time allows. If 
it should happen that the present book is 
found to be of assistance to students, it is 
the author's intention to publish· this later 
part of the course as a second volume. From 
what has been said, it will be seen that it is 
doubtful if the work will prove of a great 
deal of assistance as an enlarged textbook, as 
our methods of teaching are somewhat dif
:ferent from those in vogue at English universi
ties. The book, however, is an excellent one 
for those who already have a considerable 
knowledge of chemistry. 

This is a second revised and enlarged edition 
which is embellished by 195 illustrations. This 
book discusses principles, and illustrates them 
from current practice. It is simple and concise. 
It includes the data essential to an understand
ing of the treatment of gold, silver, copper, 
iron, lead, and zinc ores. It affords a broad, 
solid foundation to the general student of 
metallurgy, and complete information regarding 
related lines of work to the specialist in any 
one branch. Some of the illustrations are a 
revelation as to the latest metallurgical pro
cesses. It shows that it is an eminently prac
tical book/ 

ONE THOUSAND FORMULAS. By 
Marshall. Boston: The 
Publishing Company. 99 pp. 

L. W. 
Spatula 

This compilation gives the practical working 

MODERN HOMES. Selected Examples of druggist full information' about the making of 

Dwelling Houses. Described and il- the most common and salable preparations, as 

lustrated by T. Raffies Davison. Lon- well as about many others whose formulas it 

don: George Bell & Sons. New would be difficult to find elsewhere. As the 

York: The Macmillan Company, formulas' are very recent, it would admirably 

1909. &vo.; 248 pp.' Price, $5.25 supplement older receipt books. 

net. THE GARDEN CALENDAR FOR 1910. By Ellen 
No one has seen more modem homes than P. Williams. Philadelphia: Franklin 

Mr. Davison, and no one certainly knows bet-' Printing Company, 1909. Price, $1. 
ter than he how to �oose a n d  present them This is a wall calendar of 365 sheets, each 
to us. His architectural knowledge insures one of which is embellished by an appropriate 
that the architecture' is represented in such quotation or some practical hint for the garden. 

a manner as to satisfy the architect, while the The charm of the Garden Calendar by Miss 
artist in him insures that this shall not be E. P. Williams is the practical advice for 
emphasized at the expense of the general ef- every day in the year, advice coming at just 
fect of his drawings. Here we have selected the time it is needed; thus, on the very day 
by one who knows, some of the best and most you should spray your rose bushes t o  prevent 
representative modem homes. Views of ex. the rust from forming, it tells you to do it. 
teriors and interiors, stair cases, chimney cor- If you want advice a s  to your pansies, your 
ners, halls, and furniture are given, often ac- peonies, your larkspur, your violets, your fruit 
compllUied by plans just SUfficient to place trees, or even your vegetables, you will have it 
them in their surroundings, and very often a when you want it. You do not have to dig 
sketch or two in the garden and sometimes a this advice out of a mass of other information 
photograph.' Drawings are accompanied by of no immediate value. It will make an ex
just enough letterpress to draw attention to cellent holiday gift. 
the strong points of each design, with entire 'RULES FOR RECOVERING COAL MINES AFTER 
absence of any wearisome technical detail, EXPLOSIONS AND FIRES. By W. E. 
which would be out of place in such a book. Garforth, Mem. Inst. C.E., F.G.S. 
The book is beautifully iliustrated and one London and New York: D. Van Nos-
which we can commend to all architects. trand & Co., H109. 18mo.; 71 pp, 
NOTES ON PRACTICAL MECHANICAL DRAW' Price, $1.50 net, 

lNG, Written for the Use of Stu- The subject is a most important one, and 

dents. By Victor T, Wilson, M.E., and has attracted great attention in this country 

Carlos L. McMaster, M.E, Lansing, as well as in England. 

Mich.: Published by Wilson & Mc- ������"""""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''�'''''''''''� 
Master, 1909. 8vo,; 186 pp. 

This book is a collection of notes intended 
to furnish the basis for a course in elementary 
mechanical drawln:g, so arranged, it is 
thought, that the teacher may have the widest 
latitude in his choice of sequence of subjects. 
Since the first edition, two years ago, the book 
has been rearranged with this particular point 
in view. It has been thoroughly revised, and 
also enlarged by the addition of more ex
planatorY matter and illustrations in auto
graphic ')�c;;cction and a chapter on diametric 
and (1lique drawing, and a number of chap
ters en working drawings And sketches. It is 
an ex�eJlent work. 

THE ROMANCE OF MODERN CHEMISTRY, By 
James C. Phillips, D.Sc., Ph,D. Phil· 
adelphia: J. B. Lippincott & Co., 1909. 
12mo.; 348 pp. Price, $1.50. 

This book contains a description in non
technical language of the diverse and wonder
ful ways in which chemical forces are at work, 
and of their manifold applications in modern 
life. Probably most people, when they think 
of chemistry, suppose that its fascination and I 

its practical bearing can be appreciated only 
by those who have access to some sequestered 
laboratory, the doors of which are closed to 
the uninitiat€'d. This is a mistaken view, for 
in countless ways unknown to the general 
I'eader chemical science is supplying the or
dinary needs and. contributing to the con· 
veniences of mod�rn life. In the present 
\'olume fin attemgt has been made to deal 
with this aspect of the subject, and the points 
of view adopted are different from those of tile 
ordinary textbook. The book is fascinating, 
and it can be read with profit by almost any
one. 

TABLES AND DIAGRAMS OF THE THERMAL 
PROPERTIES OF SATURATED A.ND SUPER' 
HEATED STEAM. By Lionel S. Marks, 
M.M.E., and Harvey N. Davis, Ph.D. 
New York: Longmans, Green & Co., 
1909. 8vo.; 166 pp. Price, $1 net. 

The tables of the properties of saturated 
steam which have appeared up to the present 
time have all been based upon the classic in
vestiga tions of Regnalt, carried out more than 
sixty years ago. More recent investigations 
are the necessary basis for any determination 
of the properties of superheated steam. These 
investigations, it is suggested, are a careful 
analysis of the authors, both as to the pron
able errors resulting from the method of ex
perimentation, and also as to the relation of 
the experimental results to the values deducpd 
from the ther.modynamic theory so far aA the 
latter shows any light on the mattf'r. Wbl're 
the rPAults of the separat(' investigations are 
not closely in accord, a critical estimate has 

Legal Notices 

.INVENTORS are Invited to communicate with 
Mnnn & Co .. 361. Broadway, New York, or 
623 F Street, Washington, D. C., In regard 
to securing valid patent protection for their in
ve n tions. Trade-Marks and Copyrigbts 
registered, Design Pat ents and F ore ig n 
Patents secured, 

A Free Opinion as to the probable patenta
bility of an invention w ill be readily given to any 
Inventor furnishing us with's model or sketch and 
a brief description of the device in question. All 
communications are strictly confident tal. Our 
Hand-Book on Patents will be sent free on 
request. 

Ours is the Oldest agency for securing pat ents; 
It was establlahed over Sixty years ago. 
MUNN & CO., 361 Broadway, New York 

Branch Office, 625 F St., WaShington, D, C, 

INDEX OF INVENTIONS 
For which Letters Patent of the 

United States were Issued 

for the Week Ending 

December 14. 1909, 
AND EACH BBARING THAT DATE 
[See note at end of list about copies of these patent •. ] 

AdvertiSing apparatus, J. V. Casey ......... 943,179 
Aerial elevator, J. A. Scott ... .......... .... 943,572 
Aerial navib'ation, J. Means ................ 943,120 
Agar·agar·cRscara product, A. Schmidt..... 943,163 
Alarm apparatus, F. P. :i}{oyer . . . . . • . . • . . • .  943,440 
Alfalfa cutter, ;T. Jorgensen ................ 943,308 
Alloy for electrical reSistance, W. B. Driver 943,066 
Alloys of copper, such as brass, production 

of, Peck & Hodgkinson . ...... .......... 943,159 
Alumino silicate or art ficial zeolite, R. 

Gans .. .. , ............................ 943,535 
Ammonia, etc., making and recovering, W. 

J. Dunnachle .. . ............... ........ 943,399 
Amusement apparatus, mechanical, W. Har-

];ng .............................. . ... 94�.r;39 
Animal trap, N. E. A>lstln .......... .. .... . 942,87R 
Annealing fiats, F. H. Daniels ............. 943,393 
Annf'aling flats and other shapes, F. H. Dan-

IelS . . ..... ........... ... .. . . . . .. ...... 943,392 
AnnE"a1in� flats and other shapes, apI)arRtll� 

for, F. H. Danip ls . . ..... .... . .. 943,625', !l4�.R2R 
Apparel. wearing, N. J. Roller ............. !l42,!lR!l 
Automobile gear, Dodge & Foster, • . . . . . • . .  943,240 

Automobile radiators, section for, H. Kurtz-
ner .. ; ................................ 943,257 

!����b��,���. '\;�IC�n�ro��?���:::::: �!�:��� 
Bag fastener, F. J. Brown ....... ......... 943.175 

��� ��t�:;', �.J·J'lJ,:lYh�.::::::::::::::: �!�:m 
Baking pan, G. Mueller .. ............. ... 943,093 
Ball, W. W. Wrather .................... 942.952 
Bangles, bracelets, and the like, attach-

ment for, S. Mendel .................. 943,031 
Barn construction, J. R. Buckwalter....... 942,884 
Battery element support, C. B. Schoenmehl 943.275 
Battery tank, storage, T. A. Willard" . . .  , 942,990 
Bearing, r(}ller, W. Vanmanen • • . . . . • • . • . •  943,128 
Bearing, roller, M. SChluss . . . • • . . . . • . • . • . •  943,570 
Bed bottom, .T. F. McClatchey ..... .... .... ' 943,442 
Bed, obstetrical, W. B. Peak ....... , ...... 943.453 
Beds, safety headboard for folding, J. H, 

Edmonds ...... ........................ 943,594 
Bedstead attachment, O. D. Clark .......... 943,217 
Bedstead, extenSion, H. B. Arnold . • . . • • . •  943,170 
Bell, door, F. Sexauer .................... 943,320 
Belt, W. F. Lott ........................ 943,228 
Berth for ships, swinging, V. Bridgman ... 943,380 
Billiard cue tip and fastener, C. Marx • . . . •  943,360 
Bin. See Flour bin. 
Binder, loose leaf, McMillan & Joslyn."., 943,156 
Binder, loose leaf, J. M. LulL ............ 943,431 

:l�af�g �����!:y b. C��r�cte�o
.�����: : : : :: �l�:gg� 

Binding nicking machine, E. E. San!::arn • . .  942,934 
Biscuit coating machine, H. Tietjens . • • • • •  943,284 
Blade molding means, F. Hodgkinson.".,. 943,348 
Blade mounting means, J, E. Snyder ...... 943,480 
Blind slat fastener, J. B. Riley ........ . .... 942,930 
Blowpipe, El. Odam ...................... 943,043 
Boat, submarine, R. D' Equevilley-Montjus-

tin ........................... 943,604, 943,605 
Boats, ship screw driving mechanism for 

submarine, W. Maier . ................. 943,434 
Boiler cleaning device, Thomas & Thompson 942,982 
Boiler fiue expander, D. A. Lucas et al . ... 943,117 
Boiler tube expander, J. C. Tassey ........ 943,579 
Bolt header, J. R. Blakeslee ... ......... ... 943,335 
Book, blank, C.R. Fargo ...... ... . ... . . . .  943,595 
Books and other articles, support for, G. J. 

Keene ............. ................... 943,255 
Boring bar, A. F. Liden .................. 943,088 
Bottle cap, G. L. Best ................... 943,510 
Bottle closure, A. Adelson . . . . . . .......... 943,231 
Bottle, non·refilla ble, Anderson & Ash ..... 943.331 
BottIe, non·refillable, Birner & HelL ...... 943,334 
BottIe, non·refillable, A. La Rose . . . . . . . . . 943.425 
Bowling alley, H. V. Keefer, ..... . . . . . . . . 943,419 

��:i!nte���hb�e'F.
J
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Brake beam hanger, S. S. Underwood ..... 942,985 
Bread, etc., machine for use in the manu-
BreIJlC��[I� 't!. l§�aiRT o�cC

.
o
.����I 

.. � .. ':.i����: �lU�� 
Brick cutting machine, W. R. Hasselback. 943,541 
Broiler, M. M. Dresdner .................. 943,593 
Broom bridle, C. F. Schulz ............... 943,319 
Brush holder, tooth, O. E. Jones .......... 943,415 
Buckle, G. B. Adams .................... 943,212 
Building block, S. Butz ................ ; .... 943,518 
Building construction, T. McFeely ......... 943,447 
Burglar alarm and automatic camera, com-

bined. J. O. Ashe .......... . . . .... . . . 943,232 
Burglar alarm screen, P. Orance ... ... . .. 943,368 
Butter making and packaging apparatus, J. 

De Lisle ............................. 943,003 
Cabinet for drinking cups, sanitary, L. W. 

Farmer ........ .................. ..... 943,241 
Cabinet, metallic, G. Holden .............. 943,350 
Cableway, T. S. Miller . . . . . . . . . ..... . ... . 943,032 
Calculating machine, J. Bricken ........... 943,514 
Camera, moving picture, H. Meredith-Jones 943,253 
Can lacquering machine, F. W. Wild, Jr ... 942,951 
Can marking machine, J. B. Conover ...... 943,140 
Can polishing machine, C. Hediger ........ 943,247 
Cane unloader, C. Bosse ................. 943,591 
Capsule forming apparatus, B. W. Scott... 943,608 
Car, Dahlin & Carlson ...... ......... . .... 943,007 
Car construction, steel, W. P. - Bettendorf. 942,997 
Car coupling, J. E. Hudler ............... 943,079 
Car coupling, J. F. & V. S. Durbin .. ....... 943,144 
Car coupling, automatic, H. Leslie; • . . . . . .  943,116 
Car door bracket, J. K. McGuire.......... 943,039 
Car door, grain, W. H. Ascue ... ... . . . . . .  942,994 
Car, dumping, O. A. Lindstrom .. . . ... ... 943.259 
Car fender, C. B. Albree ... ..... . ... . . ... 943,588 
Car fender, J. Mylott ..................... 943,635 
Car loading machine, box, A. J. Gurney... 943,225 
Car, steel, C. H. Anderson . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .  943,213 
CarB, strengthening device for the ends of 

railway hox, G. L. Weiss ... ... .. .... . 943,497 
Carbonating liquids, J. Blenz ... . . . . ... .. 943,060 
Carbureter, J. C. Simonsen ..... . ... .... . . ,. 942,977 
Carbureter, H. A. Miller ................. 943,197 
Carbureter. Fergusson & Sheppy . .. . .. . ... . 943,242 
Card case, 'G. Jenner .................... 943,553 
Carpet seams, machine for removing nap 

from, S. Zwald ..................... 943,613 
Carpet stretcher, G. L. Noll . . . . . .. .. .. . . . 943,199 
Carriage foot brake, C. Strohkorb . . ... ... . 943,104 
Cart, J. J. Devine ....................... 943,064 
Oaster retaining socket, D. A. Maccuaig ... 943,432 
Casting metallic members, H. M. Pfiager .. 942,928 
Casting operations, means for preparing 

core bars for the, M. II. Fletcher...... 943,303 
Cement surfaces and product, treating Port-

land, M. Toch .... ................... 943,327 
Centering machine, W. T. Ruth . . . . . . . .. .  943,467 
Centrifugal regulator, W. Jahns ........... 943,600 
Chandelier, L. B. Hornbeck .... ............ 943,148 
Chart, adjustable, F. D. Webster . . . . . • . . . .  943,130 
Check, combination fiuid and vacuum, H. T. 

Case .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... 942,887 
Chicken separator, E. HilL ............... 942,902 
Chocolate compoSition coatings, heating and 

storage system for, C. J. Dionne . ..... 943,239 
Chuck, L. W. Holub ..... ................ 943,616 
Chuck and tool holder, reverSing, M. N. 

Jarvis ................................ 943,414 
Churn, F. Pete� .......................... 943,200 
Churn motor, J. T. Walston ............... 943,580 
Clock, elght·day alarm, P. Lux ..... ...... 943,312 
Clothes line support, window, T. A. Mac-

donald ................................ 943,433 
Clothes pin, J. F. Norman .............. ... 942,971 
Clutch, T. White ................... ..... 943,208 
Coc;':, angle, W. D. Kendrick ............. 943,554 
Cock, blow·olf, J, B. youngblood ..... . ... 943,036 
Colfee puot, C. F. Blanke . . ... . . . . . . .. . . . . . 943,512 
Colfee roasting, E. & G. De Mattia . . . . . . . . 943,238 
Coin paying machine, C. Menchen .... ..... 943,030 
Coking furnace, L. L. Summers .... 943,609, 943,610 
Collapsible tube, R. Brooks ............... 943,234 
Columns, posts, and the like, metal rein-

forcement for metal reinforced, G. J. 
Schade .............. .................. 943,469 

Combina tion wrench, L. V. Aronson....... 942,993 
CompOSition of matter, 1. F. Norman ...... 943,157 
CompOSing: machine, mechanical controller, 

W. G. White ......................... 943,611 
Concrete column, post, and the like, metal 

reinforced, G. J. Schade ............... 943,468 
Concrete construct�on, metal reinforcement 

for metal reinforced, W. S. Ferguson ... 9.43,402 
Concrete reinforcing construction, J. W. 

Linzee, Jr. .. ......................... 943,310 
Concrete tie and rail fastening, A. O. Coffin 943,519 
Conduit cap for electric installation, W. 

H. Vlbber ............................ 943,287 
O'onverter, metallurgic, W. H. Peirce ...... 942,973 
Conveyer, endless chain, F. Merian . . . . • . . .  943,121 
Conveyer, mangle, R. M. Boyce ........... 943,297 
Copper matte, Bessemerizing of, E. A. C. 

Smith ...... ........................... 943.280 
Corn husker, D. H. Tree ................. 943,051 
Corn shocking horse, W. H. Rice .......... 943,462 
Corner beads or strips, Clip or anchor for, 

A. P. Diescher ......................... 94�,590 
Coupling, H. A. TUnis ............ . ...... 943,052 
Crate, W, J. Puckett .................... 943,565 
Crate, folding, W. H. Drake . . . . . ... .... . 943,525 
Crate, knockdOWn, H. E. Clement. ........ 943,388 
Crate, knockdown, E. B. Weston . . .. .. .... 943,500 
Crimping machine, DiU & Marsh.......... 942,8!l0 
Cue tip trimmer, P. Ansell . . . . . . .. . . .. .. 942,R'T6 
Cultivator attachment, E. L. Ross ........ 943,316 
Oupboard and wardrobe, knockdown, 1. H. 

Hiscock ............ ................... 943,075 
Curtain and shade fixture, combination, E. 

Gabel ....................... .......... !l4R.?22 
nurtaln support; R F. Marceau ..... ...... !l 4R.1�1 
nutter head, E. Harrold .......... . ...... !l4R,MO 
Dental spittoon. C. E. Ritchey . . . . . . .. . .. . !l42.!lR 1 
nesk. knockdown. J. W. Camp""IL ... ., .... 943,236 
Diamonds frf>m gpttings, tool for removing, 

O. M. Farrand ...... ......... . . . . . ... !l4R.fiRO 
J)igitalis extract, R. Tambach . . . .. . . . . . .  !l4R.fi7R 
Dish, vegetable, L. SchleSinger .. , • • .  , . .. 943,162 

Dish washing machine, W. J. Paul ... . .. . 942,926 
Display rack, F. Jaques .. , .............. 943,250 
Door check, A. Brown .................... 943,515 
Door che.ck and closer, J. A, Peterson ..... 943,160 
Door fastener, Sliding, F. J. S. M!ely ...... 943,362 
D oor holder, T. Draper ...... . ... . . . . . . . . 943,143 
Door lock , �'. Ass mann • • . . • • . • . • . . . . . . . . .  943,133 
Door stop, C. W. Ellerbe . .. .. . . ...... . ... 942,893 
Dbor stop and holder. D. A. Sox........... 942,943 
Douth rolling device, Krapf & Sachs ...... 943,423 
Draft gear, '.1\ H. Symington ........ r • • • •  942,948 
Drifiving L:��n�s.�: .. ���i�.

b
.
l� .. s.����' .. �: .. �: 943,142 

Dus collector, O. M. Morse .. , ............. 943,439 
Du removln� apparatus, wet separator for, 

R. F. Dlserens ....................... 942,891 
Dye and making same, red disazo, A. 

Schedler ............................. 943,470 
Dye: for Hlkes and making same, red azo, 

W. Konig ...................... ...... 942,916 

B��l':o�� d�:lr�y':';,1n Hdy�:f���an:a·t·. 
943,536 

Bierer & Loretan .................... 943,375 
Dyniunometer, A. E. S. Craig ... : ......... 943,391 
Iilar r ng, M. L. J. Girdany ....... 943,185, 943,186 
Ear�enware article, ,E. O. Stover ......... 943,484 
Edgjo setting machine. F. H. Warren ...... 943,207 
Electric controller, C. L. Taylor ........... 942,981 
Electric controlling apparatus, W. Schwag-

ermann ............................... 943,166 
Electric furnace, E. A. A. Gronwall et al .. 943,224 
Electric furnace, O. E. Wilson . . . . . . . • . . . . .  943,290 
Electric heater, Farren & Clark........... 942,894 
Ele<ltric heater, R. W, Brown ............ 943,384 

�I:gm� lff:�ti��k"ih�;en�c���nbt��gia� 943,273 

alarm systems, M. F. Juruick . . . . . . • . .  942,964 

����i� ��t�i�e
MC��rl� �. f�y:;�:�� :: :: �t�:igg 

Electric sockets to fixtures, means for lock-
ing, H. Hubbell ..................... 943,078 

Elec1:ric switch, M. Guett ......... '. . . . . .. 943,016 
Eleqtrlc switch, Carrigan & Sangster ...... 943,215 
Eleotrlcal cableway system, O. �dam ...... 943,509 
Electrical contact device, J. M. Smith ..... 943,281 
Electricity meter, pendulum, C. Fery ...... 943,531 
Elevator. See Aerial elevator. 
Eleva tor cupboard, C. H. Weller........... 943,498 
Eleva tor safety device, J. A'. Miller....... 942,968 
Elevator safety gate mechanism, J. Cun-

ningham .............................. 943,524 
Elevator safety mechanisms, gravity speed 

governor for, J. Cunningham . • . . . . . . . . .  943,523 
Elevators, grain spout for portable, G. W. 

& C. D. Baler . . ...................... 943,214 
Elmbalming Instrument, T. F. Riley ....... 943,464 
Engine combustion chamber, gas, O. Kraus. 943,082 
Engine reversing mechanism, B. Breeck ... 942,998 
Engine sparking devic.e, gas or oil, W. M.-

Stempel ............................... 943,324 
Engine starting device, internal combustion, 

P. G. Caspian ........................ 942,957 
Envelop, E. Wachtermann ................ 943,205 
Envelop opener, II. A. Smith .............. 943,103 
Envelop, safety, W. E'. �'isher ............ 943,111 
Exel'cising or massage apparatus, R. Reach 942,976 
Explosive, Bent & Talley ............... .. 943,589 
Explosive in wells, apparatus for firing, L. 

H. Broadwater . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 943,383 
Extension table, C. S. Burton ............. 943,337 
ElYelets, die for use in the manufacture of, 

G. E. Warren' ........................ 942,989 
Eyelets, making, G. E. Warren ....... ..... 942,988 
Fabric for beds, couches, etc., C. H. Gail. 943,245 
Fabrics with fluids, apparatus for treating, 

E. Gminder ........................... 943,632 
Faucet, H. Forsman . .. . . . . . .. .. . ... . . ... .  943,346 
Faucet, A. Engel ........................ 943,526 
Faucet or valve device for washbasins and 

the like, T. A. Hasek . . . . . . . . ... . . . . 943,404 
Fence machine, slat, J. M. Denning....... 943,008 
Fence post, W. B. Hughes ............... 943,550 
Fertilizer, B. Reichelt ................... 943,460 
Fertilizer distributer, E. Dierks . . • . . . . . . . .  943.065 
F'igure and skirt stand, lay, J. F. Gems ... 943,069 
Filter and strainer, centrifugal pulp, H. T. 

& A. M. Sedgley ......... ............. 943,476 
Filter, rain spout, J. E. Welling .. . ... . ... 943,106 
Firearm, T. C. Johnson . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .  943,251 
Firearm Sight, J. M. Stephens ............. 942,946 

���hi��s
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l"is\llng fioat, A. A. Owens ................ 943,450 
Flash light apparatus, J. A. Smith ........ 942,941 
FlIg'ht extractor, O. Soles . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... 943,322 
Flour bin, H. E. McClure .................. 943,443 
Fiottr dust .... , '!?reischman & Ringstad .. � ... 943,204 
Flour shaker, G. A. Hoop ...... .. . . . ..... .  942.903 
Flue cutter, J. P. Sorensen ............... 943,323 
Flushing apparatus, A. C. Snell ............ 942,978 
Flushing device, C. H. Zwermann ......... 943,131 
Flushing device, tank, W. W. Ellerbeck ... 943,145 
Flying machine, T. F. Dunn . . ............ 942,958 
Footwear protecting device, T. W. Tucker. 942,983 
Forging machine back stop, J. R. Blakes· 

lee, Jr. . .............................. 943,377 
Fork and spoon holder, W. W. Butler ...... 943,517 
Form, garment, A. D. Smith ............ .. 943,125 
Form or center, collapSible, P. O. O'Connor 942,922 
Frame joint and soldering the same, L. B. 

Prahar ................................ 9,13,370 
FU\lnel, L. E. Edmunds................... 943,400 
Fuljnace, M. Kelly ........................ 943,194 
FUJllace construction, blast, J. C. Barrett .. 843,374 
Furnaces, melting hearth for electric induc-

tion, C. Oreenwald • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  943,403 
Furnaces, method of and apparatus for re-

turning fiue dust to blast, W. B. Hub· 
bard .................................. 943,599 

Furniture joint, P. G. Abrams ............. 943,211 
Fuse adjusting machine, W. Schwartz ..... 943,474 
Fuse making machine, C. E. Schmunk ...... 942,938 
Galvaiiizing apparatus, A. Niedringhaus ... 943,315 
GaIlle, P. V. Ericson ..................... 943,343 
Game apparatus, Z. D. UnderhilL ......... 942,984 
Game apparatus, M. Maris ............... 943,435 
Game apparatus, 8chreiber & Geisz ....... 943,472 
Game piece, E. W. Ashenden ............. 943,058 
Garbage or refuse receptacle, A. E. Lyman 943,089 
Garment, adjustable, W. A. Dielhenn ..... 942,889 
Garment hanger, 0. Clift. ........... ..... 943,340 
Garment, nether, W. P. McQuillen ........ 943,366 
Garment rack, extension, B. J. Buckingham 943,137 
Garment supporter clamp. B. Lauckner .... 943,084 
Gas apparatus, A. P. Rickmire . . ... . ...... 942,929 
Gas, apparatus for the manufacture of pro-

. ducer, Crossley & Rigby.............. 943,182 
Gas hurners, apparatus for electrically ig-

niting, Hill & Mann ..... .............. 942,901 
Gas tg�e��l�n;�:l��fur�e�i�n§:. 

oJ. P�r:�rfh�� 943,627 
Gas generator, J. H. Jourdan ............. 943,601 
Gas generato-r, hydrogen, G. F. J"aubert. . . .  943,022 
Gas producer valve, B. M. Aslakson ....... 943,332 
Gases and separating smolre and dust there-

from, apparatus for treating, E. G. 
Knoepfel .............................. 943,422 

Gases, apparatus for disposing of noxious, 
W. H. Sartain ....................... 942,935 

Gases in the atmosphere, apparatus for de-
tecting and Indicating, T. Groesbeck ... 943,015 

Gate, E. E. Cannon ....................... 943,387 
Gear, friction draft, T. L. McKeen ........ 943,314 
Gearing, A. E. Newton . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 943,042 
Gearing, change speed, Anderson & Murray 943,621 
Gem cutting machine, C. G. Hull ......... 943,191 
Gold saving machine, J. Hamilton .. .. ..... 942,962 
Gold, treating, J. B. Rossman .. .. .. . . ..... 943,317 
Governor, centrifugal, C. P. Hall .......... 942,900' 
Hair straightener, 1. K. Shero . . . .. . . . . .. ,. 943,321 
Handle. See Switch handle. 
Harness, G. A. Humason . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . • 943,020 
Harrow, J. C. Baumgarten ............... 942,879 
Harvesters, etc., snnporting and moving de-

vice for, J. MacphaiL ................ 943,090 
Hasp lock, P. McMenamin . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .  943,365 
Hay fork. horse. M. D. Main ............. 943.618 
Hay gatherer, N. Fryman . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 943.533 
Hay loader couoling. W. T. Jones ........ 943 �24 
Hay rake, self dumnlng. G. G. Lowry ...... 94? "19 
Heat retainer, W. T. Convprse . ... ..... ... 94P 04 
Heating an paratus, gas, W. E. Lawson ... 943 617 
Hinge holder, detochahle, C. E. Morrison .. 943,363 
Foof parer. P. Broadbooks .............. 94� ,382 
Foop headinl! machine. E'. El. Slick . ...... .  943,478 
Horseshoe. H. J. Fillle., . ................. 943,146 
Hose counlinl?, 0. E. Judkins . . . . • . . . . . • . .  94H,416 
Hotbed. G. H. Harbour .. . ................. 943,373 
Hub odometer. H. P. C. Browne ........... 942,88R 
Ice cream cone holder. W. H. Haight. .... 94R.070 
Ice' cutting machinp. 1. G. Gillesnie ...... 942,898 
Ice making apparatus, can, C. D. Haven-

.trlte ............. . . . .. . .............. 94�,226 
Indicator coupling, I,. B. Van Boven ........ 943,127 
Inhaling apparatus, P. H. Cherry . . . . . " ,; \}43,18fl 
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